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Enterprises with significant digital estates need best practice
security, governance configuration and evergreen status in
Azure. Virtual Data Center delivers that as code.
Challenges
There a two typical approaches to adapt Azure. And they
are both flawed.
The IT department way:
One managed network
• Centrally managed
• Right people doing security
• Fails to deliver cloud agility
• Network becomes too complex

The single initiative way:
Point Solutions
• Agile & Flexible
• No central management
• Wrong people doing security
• No standardization

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

Innofactor Virtual Data Center is code deployed
in customers Azure platforms, turning them into
manageable, safe and cost-efficient data
centers.

For Microsoft

Implementing Infrastructure as Code is a simple
task with VDC. It’s all delivered in a package,
adapted to the client’s needs and deployed in a
few weeks.
Customer’s IT team can govern Azure resources
in a recognizable and proper way.
Security delivered in a set and battle proven
package and it’s continuously updated.
Staff is trained so they are comfortable with the
transition.
.

The results are poor and disappointing
• Adding governance afterwards is nearly impossible
• No standards
• No policies
• No customer buy-in
• Dependencies on bad architecture
• Dependencies on poor security

•

Time-to-consumption is reduced by 80%

•
•
•

Azure consumption will increase
Customers will not churn away from Azure
No cloud resistance from IT operations staff

For Customers
•

Adapt best practice governance, standards and
policies in Azure

•
•
•
•
•

Deployed as code
Deploy and maintain stellar security
Stay evergreen and compliant
Only spend what’s necessary
Implement Azure as primary data center as fast as
possible (4-6 weeks)

•

Make sure your IT team is ready

Innofactor Virtual Data Center

With Virtual Data Center & Azure the customer reclaim agility and control.
Reduce time

Deploy best practice

Implement proven code

Get savings

• 5-6 times faster than building from
scratch.

• Security and governance best
practices deployed as code.

• VDC is implementing actual code
followed by complete
documentation.

• 80% savings compared to building
from scratch.

• Full solution deployed in 4-6
weeks.

• Builds on best practices and
accumulated experience.

• Code base is updated frequently

• Use Azure as primary data center
quickly.

• Customer’s IT team can govern
Azure resources in a recognizable
and proper way.

• Follows all Microsoft Cloud
Adaption Framework
recommendations.

• Full documentation available for
audit at no extra cost.

“Growth and new technology require stronger IT. Without a good Governance structure, we would not have been able to move busi nesscritical applications and data to the cloud. This was made possible by Innofactor’s consultants who have a great understandin g of
technical side but also how IT can leverage the business.” Finn Aksel Falkenberg, Director of Service Delivery, Orkla ASA

Innofactor Virtual Datacenter (VDC) + Azure PaaS

The express route to achieve extraordinary and lasting Azure consumption. Transform you IT operations people into change agents. Virtual Data Center is
code deployed in your Azure platform, turning it into a manageable, safe and cost-efficient data center.

Solution Alignment
Innofactor VDC + Azure PaaS

Reclaim agility and control with
Innofactor Virtual Data Center & Azure

“The consultants at Innofactor AS are highly skilled,
capable and easy to work with. In addition, they are
very dynamic and flexible, if there are any lastminute changes from our side. Therefore, I would be
pleased to serve as their reference," Lars Løvf,
Walenenius Wilhelmsen

“Growth and new technology require stronger IT. Without a
good Governance structure, we would not have been able to
move business-critical applications and data to the cloud. This
was made possible by Innofactor’s consultants who have a
great understanding of technical side but also how IT can
leverage the business.”
Finn Aksel Falkenberg, Director of Service Delivery, Orkla ASA

Innofactor Cloud Acceleration Package

“The time to market is becoming critical as the time span
is shifting from months and years to weeks and months,"
Roopesh Das , SVP of Digital and IT, Wallenius
Wilhelmsen

